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COLOR

HIGH
OCTANE
Bold walls create
instant wow factor,
yet many of us
are afraid to commit
to a strong paint
color. Designer
Nick Olsen wants
to help you take the
plunge. “It’s just
paint. It can always
be painted over,
so go for it,” he says.
Follow his tips
and you’ll have a
room that feels
exciting and inviting.
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BO LD WALLS
N E E D B RE ATH I N G
ROO M . H E RE
N I C K O LS E N U S E D
N E UTR AL B L AC K
AN D WH ITE TO TAM E
ROYAL B LU E .
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HOME COLOR

ou’re ready to turn up
the volume but first you
need a plan. “Pick a starting
point, like a multicolor rug or
piece of art,” says New York
designer Nick Olsen. Be brave
and commit to painting the
boldest hue from that item on
the walls. For maximum impact,
Nick favors using the clearest,
most saturated version of the
color. “Even if it’s not a bright
color, the ones with less gray
mixed in are strongest,” he says.
Next, layer in furnishings in different
colors from your inspiration
piece. They don’t need to match
exactly as long as they are in
the same family. Mixing brighter
and softer hues will create
depth. Last, surround all that color
with an ample amount of
neutrals like earth tones or black
and white to give the eye a rest.

VI KI N G YE LLOW

321
Benjamin Moore

L AM P

Jade Green glass
base, $60; White
cotton linen shade,
$20; worldmarket.com

C HAI R

Chateau in Amethyst,
$312 with code
wisteria20;
wisteria.com
FLOW
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BALANCE

A room feels cohesive
when different values
are at play. Here
a dark burgundy sofa
tempers the bright
blue wall; small doses
of vibrant citrine
add contrast.
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PHOTOS: (YELLOW ROOM) MELANIE ACEVEDO, (BLUE ROOM) FRANCESCO LAGNESE

Carry a common
color thread
through adjoining
rooms. Here
mint green and
yellow repeat.

HOME COLOR

REMEMBER THE
CEILING

A white ceiling can
look unfinished against
a bold wall color.
Consider painting it
a soft hue from
your palette. Nick
pulled a paler
shade of the blue
sofa to the ceiling
in a flat finish.
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USING
COLOR WITH

The Florida native
credits his mother’s
fearless color
sense as inspiration.
His tips may inspire
you to go bold
with confidence, too.
EXPERIMENT

“Every room needs a
statement chair in a
saturated color and a
complementary throw
pillow. These are
great entry points for
trying on big color.”
COMMIT TO IT

“It’s just decorating;
don’t hold back.
The results are never
as satisfying when
you do.”

NICK’S STATEMENT MAKERS

AMA ZO N M OS S

Nick loves bottle
green paired with
buttercream and a melon
pink-orange.
2037-10 Benjamin Moore
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A Z ALE A

Orange undertones
mean it radiates
when combined with
bright zinnia pink.
5-12 Pratt & Lambert

L AKE TAH O E

This hue goes with
navy blue and lavender
to create a dark,
intriguing room.
783 Benjamin Moore

R AVI S H I N G R E D

You can’t go wrong
pairing a high-gloss
saturated red with
a pale blue. It’s timeless.
2008-10 Benjamin Moore

ARS E N I C

This vivid color comes
alive when contrasted
with black, white,
or deep charcoal.
214 Farrow & Ball n

PHOTOS: (ROOM) FRANCESCO LAGNESE, (PORTRAIT) REID ROLLS

LET IT SINK IN

“Dramatic change
can be shocking,
so don’t panic. Give
yourself time to
live with a new color
and you just might
realize you love it.“

